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Season’s Greetings to you all and wishing you Happy
Geocaching in 2015.
An especial ‘Thank you’ goes out to all those who
participated in the annual elections, and especially Mike
Malvick (LadyBugKids) for again acting as our Returning
Officer. I am returning as Chairman, but this time
unopposed – not sure if it’s a good or bad thing that
no-one else wants the job! – but the continuity it brings
does have its benefits, an issue we may well be looking
at during 2015.
I would like to thank all nine candidates that stood for
the eight places, and would like to welcome three new
members to the committee – Brenin Tegeingl (Dave
Palmer), Poole_Man (Paul Weaver) and Leonards123
(Kim Leonard). Also, a thank you to *geocass* (Cass
Flowers), Mollyjak (Lilian Maund) and Cache on Wheels
(Heather Bull) who decided not to stand again this year.
For the second year, we have run an annual survey/
questionnaire immediately after the elections. We had
200 responses and will be using the results to help
determine what we do during 2015 – thank you.
The GAGB Annual CITO weekend will be 12th and 13th
September 2015, and with several members saying they
are interested in hosting an event, we hope to make this
the best year so far.

Sharon Reid (Sharant)

It is always great when we receive articles from our
members for Seeker, it’s exactly what we like to
encourage (email editor@gagb.org.uk, if you have a tale
to tell). So, thanks to both Kelly and Karen for interesting
stories in this issue. I am sure, too, that there are many
geocachers who will be envious of Krystal Tipps and
Djelibeli’s visit to Geocaching HQ in Seattle.

Paul Weaver (Poole_Man)

Terry has created a landscape-based competition in
this issue to win a signed copy of the new edition of his
book ‘Geocaching in the UK’. The locations look great –
makes me want to don my rucksack and go and out and
explore the fells.
Jen
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nanos...
Happy New
Geocaching Year!
GAGB Election results
Ballot for Election of 2014/2015
GAGB Committee
The voting for the 2015
Committee of GAGB resulted in
the following:
1. Dave Palmer/Tegeingl/
Mancunian 66.5% 264
2. Terry Marsh/countrymatters
65.5% 260
3. Jackie Catterall/Jackie C 62.5%
248
4. Sharon Reid/Sharant 62.0%
246
5. Richard Lay/richlay 61.7% 245
6. Adam Redshaw/
UKCACHEMAG 53.7% 213
7. Kim Leonard/Leonards193
46.9% 186
8. Paul Weaver/Poole_Man 38.5%
153
9. Abigail Hamilton-Thompson/
Abiherts 30.5% 121
Completed ballot: 397
Started, but did not complete
ballot: 2
The top eight vote recipients
will serve on the 2014/15 GAGB
Committee.
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Geocaching saves the day for lost
mountaineers

Geocaching was the key to a recent rescue
in a search for stranded climbers on a
mountain in Oregon, USA. The walkers,
equipped with a mobile phone, were able
to make contact with authorities after
spending a night in a snow cave. But the
two men were disoriented and had no
way of describing their location...until they
stumbled across a geocache. Because the
location of the cache was known, searchers
were able to zero in on the climbers’ location
and guide them to rescue, 13 hours after
they first learned the men were missing.

Mega Devon

The Annual UK Mega Committee Account for
2017 has recently been awarded to Devon.

Six new country souvenirs

Country souvenirs are virtual pieces of art
that are displayed on your Geocaching
profile page when you find a geocache in
certain locations.
New souvenirs are now available for Croatia,
Italy, Belgium, Brazil, Greece and Mexico.
If you’ve already found a geocache in any of
these countries, you’ll automatically receive
the souvenir on your profile.
Souvenirs that are currently available can be
found here.

In Memory of John Stead

who, sadly, passed away in December 2014
John was known to many geocachers, not
least because he was one of the very first UK
Geocachers, starting his geocaching experience
on 4th February 2001, when our pursuit was very
much in its infancy.
John’s very first cache find – GC295 Mott The
Hoople (Leics) by Eddie (Hidden: 13th February
2001) – involved a 150-mile drive each way. Not
surprisingly, John was First to Find.
John’s geocaching adventures encompassed
4,462 finds and 97 placed geocaches, including
16 Virtual caches, of which 15 are still active, in
England, Scotland, Wales, France and the Czech
Republic.
But it will not be these exploits that John will
be remembered: he will be remembered for the
kindness and friendship he showed to everyone,
always willing to provide help and advice.
Though he might have been short in stature, he was a giant within the
UK Geocaching Community, a “Gentleman’s Gentleman”. And his sad loss to the
community, even though in recent times he spent as much time chasing Munzees,
leaves a huge hole behind.
Our Thoughts and Hearts go out to John’s family at this time of loss.
Personally, I had the privilege of meeting John in 2003, and I was so lucky to
make him a lifelong friend.
Dave Palmer
Brenin Tegeingl

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

aKent Mega: 2 May 2015
Kent Hop Farm, Paddock Wood, Kent (GC53QJ1)

aPiratemania 2015: 24-26 July 2015
The Showground, Bakewell, Derbyshire (GC5B3WH)
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Geoblogging fun
Kelly Wood tells her story

I am not a writer or a journalist, I couldn’t write a story to
save my life. I am not a technology wizard, once you hit your
thirties I think that you start to lose the ability to understand
modern technology. Nor am I a comedian, I always forget the
punch lines to jokes. What I am though is a keen geocacher
and more recently, a geoblogger. Since my first post back
in August, I have had over 800 page views. Whilst this is
nowhere near the numbers that other blogs reach, like the
Official Geocaching blog, it is quite an achievement when you
consider the above.
If I find it so difficult to put my thoughts to paper, then why did I start blogging? Mainly because I have
an appalling memory. Seriously, I can’t even remember what I had for breakfast this morning. There is
only so much you can write in your ‘Found it’ log before you reach a limit and the geocaching website
won’t let you post it. That was no good for me as the more caches I found, the longer my logs became,
particularly for hides that were more than the average cache, and I didn’t want to forget a single bit of
detail about my adventures.
A few months ago, I clicked on a link in a Facebook group I belong to that took me to another member’s
blog. I had never read a blog before but this blog, called Washknight - Geocaching Blind, had me intrigued
and ultimately inspired me to begin my own called My Geocaching Adventures (kelsgeojournal.blogspot.
co.uk). I am not great in social situations, I find it difficult to make new friends and find it difficult to make
small talk. So not only was my blog like my extended cache logs, but also a way for me to connect with
like minded people and enable them get to know me without having to deal with my social awkwardness!
Now, when I have an extraordinary experience whilst out geocaching, I write a blog post about it and can
waffle on as much as I like. I love to take photos so this is a perfect place to showcase them. I then edit it
into a shorter version that includes useful bits of information for other cachers and use that as my cache
page log.
This blog is mainly for me, so I don’t forget the awesome times I have whilst out caching. I don’t expect to
garner a huge number of followers. However, for those that do read it, I hope that my posts inspire other
cachers to go looking for the hides that I write about so I always put a link to the cache page and never
include any spoilers. I also hope that if previous finders read them, it may bring a smile to their faces and
make them remember the adventure they had when they found it. Most of all, I hope my blog shows
cache owners how much I appreciate the effort that goes into placing hides because without them, there
would be no game.
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A Reviewer’s lot
Dave Palmer provides an insight

As a former Groundspeak Reviewer (aka Deceangi),
I often get asked about what is looked for when
a new cache is submitted for review. So, not in
any specific order, here are a few things that get
checked:
Cache Location

• Are the coordinates correct?
• Are they in the Region that they have been submitted
under?
• Do the coordinates fit the description? e.g. if the
description indicates the location is an urban one, but the
coordinates are out in the countryside?
• Are they in a location which has a Landowner ban, or in
the middle of a motorway?
• Is there a Landowner Agreement in place
• Is the location a Nature Reserve, Site of Special Scientific
Interest, a Scheduled Monument [it is interesting to note,
Wales alone has over 4,500 Scheduled Monuments, the
vast majority of which are not visible on the ground]

Proximity

Is the cache location or component location of a Multi/
Puzzle/Letterbox Hybrid cache a physical item placed by
the Cache Owner (CO). By this is meant a container or tag
or anything owned and placed by the CO at the location.
This has ‘proximity protection’: there is some leeway for
reviewers over the proximity guideline, but this does not
mean that just because a cache is published below the
minimum distance, another cache will. Each is judged on
its own merits.

Description

Is there any sort of commercial mention or product
mention? At the end of the day Geocaching.com is a

commercial product owned by Groundspeak. Mentioning
a business or product, is considered to be advertising,
even though the Cache Owner, has no commercial
interest in the business or product.
Is there anything that is Offensive? – Geocaching is, after
all, a family friendly hobby.
What is not checked
Spelling and grammar

Is the location safe for Geocachers?

This is possibly one of the hardest things to take onboard as a Reviewer. It is up to each Cache Owner and
geocacher searching for the listing to make their own
H&S assessment.
What is looked for is the possibility of a geocacher’s
actions causing issues for a muggle, so causing knockon issues for the hobby. So while a cache under a bridge
over a river, might be published, a cache involving
climbing on the side of the bridge and so causing a
distraction for a passing motorist, probably would not.
A lot of issues can be avoided, by using common sense,
understanding the guidelines, and above all working
with the local Reviewer, who will point out any issues,
and what needs to be rectified.
If you wish to query a location with a Reviewer, create
a new cache page, but “Do Not” submit it for Reviewer.
Contact the local Reviewer, clearly explaining the nature
of your query, and the GC Code for the Listing. They will
then be in a position to use the whole toolset available to
them to do checks for you.
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Journey to the Centre
of the Universe
Karen and Kevin Taylor (aka Krystal Tipps and Djelibeli)
have been to GC HQ!
Having been ‘cachers
for only a matter of
months – but hooked
nonetheless – visiting
Geocaching HQ was
a distant dream;
something that we
may try and do a few
years down the line, if
the hobby retained our
interest.
All that changed last
Christmas when my
mother-in-law mentioned
that she really wanted to
visit her sister in Maine
but had no one to go with.
She wasn’t bothered about
when she went, but no
one in the family was in a
position to take her. Kevin’s
50th birthday loomed and a vague idea of doing ‘something interesting’ hovered in
the back of our minds, but we didn’t know what. I then had a light-bulb moment and
rashly offered to take his mum over to the US, drop her at her sister’s and carry on to
Seattle. (The fact that they are about as far from each other as it is possible to get in
the US was a mere technicality.)
After working out that we could actually afford it (Kevin has asked that next time I
make a rash offer that I discuss it with him first) we set about booking it. That was in
February, and October seemed a very long way away. However as anyone over the
age of forty is aware time passes frighteningly fast and before we knew it we were
heading off to Heathrow to catch the plane to Boston, where we would drop off
mother-in-law then catch a connecting flight to Seattle. A mere (!) 24 hours travelling
later we found ourselves in our Seattle hotel with 2 days to kill before our trip to the
centre of the (geocaching) universe.
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Journey to the Centre of the Universe
Freemont (the district of Seattle where Groundspeak is based) is officially called ‘The
Centre of the Known Universe’, and Groundspeak is the centre of the Geocaching
Universe. Coincidence? Apparently not!
When we realised, due to flights, that the only day we could visit was the Monday – a
day they normally keep free to enable the staff to actually get some work done – we
panicked a bit, but Holly assured us it would be fine. We printed off ‘Passports’ for
the HQ caches and set off to do the 9 needed to get our gold stamp. We had a great
time finding the HQ-set caches, and suffice to say many we have not seen the like of
before, and probably won’t again. I won’t mention what they were so as not to spoil it
for anyone who is contemplating a visit.
On the day of the visit we found the office and, along with a Dutch couple who were
also visiting that afternoon, we set off up to the third floor. Well, as office reception
areas go it was a tad unusual. The traditional reception desk was there, with Holly
sitting behind it, a couple of wide screen TVs on the wall, again, nothing too weird,
but hang on, I’ve never been in a reception where there are cardboard trees, a
photo booth and lots of random boxes, including a dirty great big trunk. Hmm,
interesting…
We met another lackey in the reception area – Arne – and were presented with a TB
bearing his name. He is one of the staff who work on the app, so we didn’t detain
him, and left him to go back to his really important job. (Really important because the
vast majority of the time we use our phones to cache.) Refreshments were offered,
and gratefully accepted (it was a very warm day – in fact for the two and a half weeks
we were in the USA, in October, we wore T-shirts the whole time). Holly talked us
through the area and explained that the photo booth was there for us to use, taking
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our photos (free of charge) and putting them
in the album along with our caching names,
for anyone to see, a lovely idea, if only we’d had
enough time to look through it!
The trunk was the ‘cache and was stuffed to
the top with goodies. Anyone who knows me
knows I am a bit of a TB addict, I love them, so
this was my idea of heaven. We did manage
to resist Holly’s pleas to take the rather large
sign TB with us, or the tenpin bowling pin (as a
one-time league bowler I was really keen, but
Kevin said I would have to turf out all my jelly
beans to allow for the weight, so I left it. I have
my priorities), but we spent a huge amount of
time going through checking the TBs seeing if
we could help them on their way, and we came
away with a couple of dozen. We were heading
off to Boston and Maine later so we were able
to move some on despite them wanting to
remain in the US.
One thing we did whilst there was start a TB
race. It is called ‘Wacky Races meets Stop the
Pigeon’ and can be found on TB-run.com, if you
are interested. Kevin and I had a Yankie Doodle
Pigeon each and they were released in Boston
and Maine. The other participants (13 of them)
were all dropped in HQ with a challenge of
either ‘catching’ a pigeon (i.e. ending up in the same cache) or returning to Kevin’s TB
hotel near Weston-super-Mare. At the time of writing my pigeon appears to have gone
into hibernation and Dick Dastardly and Muttley have gone AWOL from the HQ cache.
We are waiting with baited breath to see where and when they turn up!
Another fascinating thing they have in HQ – and I REALLY wish it was available online – is
the wide screen TV. This showed a large Google-earth style map and is a live-feed of logs
that people are writing. It would flip from one in the US, to China, to the UK and so on. So
beware, next time you write just a ‘TFTC’ log, you may be being watched!
Time was passing far too quickly and we realised that we hadn’t actually bought any
goodies from the shop, so the TBs were reluctantly put aside and we went on a spending
spree. We bought T-shirts, caches, badges, and of course TBs.
We were finally (very politely) turfed out over two hours later, still not having done
everything we could have, to make way for a group of girl scouts who were on a visit.
I am still quite bemused that we could spend nearly two and half hours in an office
reception area and have to be asked to leave.

But that is Groundspeak, definitely the centre of the (geocaching) universe!
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reports

It was the end of October and this
could only mean one thing: Time for
the Annual Halloween Mega Event. The
event has had Mega status since the
2012 event when it became very popular.
This year, due to difficulties with the
venue, the Mega was held outside in
a marquee. As we were having such a
warm October this didn’t make too much
of a difference and the committee did
well to reorganise it at the last minute
and keep it together.
The event was held at Wakeley Woods
with a day caching and night caching
series put out for the event. The day
caches included 10 lab caches as well,
which was the first time there have been
lab caches at a Halloween Mega.

Like the previous year, the caches
weren’t in a straightforward
loop around the forest, so
there was lots of exploring to do to find them all, which kept
everyone busy throughout the day. The lab caches were mixed
within the other caches too so that they could be found
while doing the cache series.
In the evening everyone assembled around the central
marquee area and patiently waited for the night cache
release. During this time the fancy dress competition was
held. There were some fabulous costumes this year.
Once the night caches had been released everyone
grabbed their torches and headed off into the woods
wondering what would be lurking out there. Like last
year, the caches were very creative. Our favourite was a
new one for this Mega: Megaphobia. It was a huge spider
hanging from the trees!
As always the Halloween Mega is a very enjoyable caching
day out particularly for those who haven’t seen the containers
at the previous Halloween events. The night caches were
awarded Geocache of the Week by Groundspeak. A great
achievement!
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Portrait of

Cumbria

...and a COMPETITION
IDENTIFY these
Lakeland locations and
win a signed copy of
GEOCACHING IN THE UK
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Picture A

Thanks to
Mart Lakes
Watch a
great
Geocachingin-Cumbria
video
Picture B
Rules of the
Competition
Open to GAGB
members only.
Identify these
10 Lake District
locations.
Send your answers
to editor@gagb.
org.uk not later
than 1st February
2015.

Picture C

All correct entries
will be entered
into a prize draw,
and the first
entrant to be
drawn will receive
a signed copy of
Geocaching in the
UK.
Answer as many
as you can: don’t
worry if you can’t
answer them all –
we have a backup
plan for just such
an eventuality.

Picture D
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Picture F

Picture E

Picture G

Picture H
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Picture I

Here’s
the task:

Picture A: Name the high fell
Picture B: In which valley would you find this fell?
Picture C: What is the name of this group of fells?
Picture D: What is the name of this hamlet?
Picture E: On which fell will you see this path?
Picture F: In which hamlet is this bridge?
Picture G: What is the name of the pointy summit?
Picture H: What is this valley?
Picture I: Name this tarn
Picture J: From which valley was this picture taken?

Picture J
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MANXCACHEFEST
Moves are well advanced to stage a week-long series of events on the Isle of Man,
from the 15th-21st August 2015, to give UK geocachers an opportunity of visiting
the island and gathering in some of the 700+ caches you’ll find there. New geocoins
– for the Heritage Trail and the Millennium Way Geotrail – will soon be available.
It’s all still in formation, but watch this space: www.manxcachefest.com.

Feeling acronymious?

Picking up on the shorthand of geocaching
Ever wondered what all those initials are about?
Here’s a starter list of the acronyms used by geocachers.
AMIAT
AWP
BOCP
BOP
BOT
BRP
BYOP
C&D
CITO
CO
COTD
CRAP
DFDC
DISCO
DNF
EO
EOW
FIGS
FTF
GC
GPSr
GZ
ICP
ICT
LHS
LN
LOFTS
LPC
LTF
LWF
MKH
MKS

Another micro in a tree
Additional Waypoint
Base of concrete post
Base of post
Base of tree
Big Round Post (Haggis Highway, 		
Scotland)
Bring Your Own Pen/Pencil
Cache and Dash
Cache In Trash Out
Cache owner
Cache of the day
Cache retrieved as planned
(German equiv of TFTC)
Disguised Container (Scotland)
Did Not Find
Event Organiser
End of wall
Found in good shape
First to Find
Geocoin
GPS receiver (The ‘r’ refers to receiver)
Ground zero (coords of cache)
Ivy covered Post
Ivy covered Tree
Left-hand side
Left nothing
Logged Only For The Smiley
Light pole cache / Lamp Post Cache (USA)
Log to follow
Log will follow
Magnetic key holder
Magnetic key safe
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MTT
NA
NiAH
NM
OFTN
OPS
P&G
PAF
PMO
PQ
QEF
RAF
RHS
SBA
SL
SOOP
STF
TAF
TB
TBO
TFTC
TFTE
TFTH
TN
TNLN
TNLNSL
TOTT
TTT
UPR
UPS
URP
XNSL

Multi-trunked tree
Needs archiving
Needle in a haystack
Needs maintenance
One for the numbers
Obvious pile of Sticks / Stones
Park & Grab (US)
Phone a Friend
Premium Member Only
Pocket Query
Quick Easy Find
Replaced as Found
Right-hand side
Should be archived
Signed Logbook
Something out of place
Second to find
Text a friend		
Travel Bug
TB owner
Thanks for the cache
Thanks for the event
Thanks for the Hide / Hunt / Hike
Took nothing
Tooking nothing, Left Nothing
Took Nothing, Left Nothing, Signed Log
Tools of the trade
Triple trunked tree
Unnatural pile of rocks
Unnatural Pile of Sticks
Unusual rock pile
Exchanged northing, Signed log 		
(equivalent to TNLNSL)

In a nutshell
INSTANT NOTIFICATIONS

Is this the future of
geocaching?
CacheABLE Kinetic is a Patent Pending next
generation caching activity where the user
places a unique CacheABLE Low Power
Bluetooth unit, about the size of a pebble, in
a chosen location. The unit is unique to the
‘owner’ and has a unique user profile. It is
linked to the owner’s digital presence where
all of their caching activity, videos, photos,
comments and other rich content is stored.

The facility to receive notifications of new caches, in
particular new caches near you, is especially useful if you
want to join the FTF chase, or simply like to attend events.
Set up Instant Notifications
• From ‘Your profile’ page select ‘Set up notifications’ from
the right-hand menu. Then, on the ‘Instant Notification
Service’ page, select ‘Create a new notification’.
• Give your notification a name – such as ‘New caches’ – and
then choose a type of cache to watch by selecting from a
drop-down menu – such as ‘Traditional cache’.
• An additional list now appears with 13 options. If you want
to receive notifications only of new caches, simply select
‘Publish listing’.
• You need to select the co-ordinates which form the centre
of the cache search area. This will default to your home coordinates, but you can reset it to a new location if you are
searching for caches away from your home location.
• Set the distance from your home co-ordinates that you
want to receive information about; the default is 20km, and
this is probably quite enough if all you want to do is look
for caches near home. But increase the range if you are
prepared to travel a bit farther.
• Check ‘Enable notifications’.
• Select ‘Create notification’.
You will now receive an email every time a new cache
meeting your criteria is published. If you want more than
one type of cache, then set up multiple notifications.

An authenticated user logs on to the CacheABLE
website, downloads the bespoke app, and chooses
a particular Cache location or locations, they are
then given Geo Coordinates and a prompt. The
user seeks the Cache using a mixture of the Geo
Coordinates, and the unique inbuilt close proximity
function of the app to find their chosen CacheABLE
Kinetic.
Once the unit is located, rich-content is unlocked
in the app, including info about previous finders,
photos, videos, media, comments and profiles. The
‘owner’ of the device also gets alerted that their
device has been found, and can interact online with
the finder. It’s an exchange of rich user-generated
content unique to, and contained within the system.
The device is small,
durable, safe and
can be hidden
almost anywhere.
It is also secure and
uniquely encoded
so it cannot be
used for other
purposes, or by an
unregistered user.
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Members discounts...
www.ukgeocachers.co.uk

UK geocachers are happy to offer GAGB

members a 5% discount on their products. In
order to obtain your discount, you need to email
UKgeocachers and set up an account, so that the
discount is applied to each order.

Geotees: For geocoins,
travel bugs, caches and more.
We can also have your own
coins or tags made for you to
your design. Please visit us at
www.geotees.co.uk where
GAGB members enjoy a 5%
discount. To get your discount, open an account,
then PM or email me (Mongoose39uk) through the
GAGB website before you place your order. This
only needs to be done once, the discount will then
be applied to all future orders.
Cicerone
Press are pleased

to offer GAGB
members a discount
of 20% on all Cicerone titles purchased online at
www.cicerone.co.uk.
All members need to do to claim the discount is
to add the voucher code ‘GAGB’ on the shopping
basket page of the Cicerone website.

NE GEOCACHING SUPPLIES are happy to

offer GAGB members a 5% discount on their wide
range of geocaching products – see
www.negeocachingsupplies.co.uk.
The relevant discount code is available
from the Members’ Chat section of the GAGB
forums.
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Cotswold Outdoor offer GAGB
members a 15% discount.
More detail and the discount
code are available from the
Members’ Chat section of the
GAGB forums.

Pulse72Geocaching are happy to offer
GAGB members a 10% discount on their wide
range of geocaching products – see
www.pulse72geocaching.co.uk.
The relevant discount
code is available from the
Members’ Chat section of
the GAGB forums.

GeocacheKit are pleased
to be able to offer all GAGB
members a 5% discount
on all items on the website
www.geocachekit.co.uk.
Including geocoins, trackables,
readymade caches and much
more.

The discount code is available from the Members’
Chat section of the GAGB forums.

Base of Tree geocaching supplies are
happy to offer GAGB members a 5% discount on
all geocaching supplies.
Visit their website for details, and obtain the
relevant code from the Members’ Chat Section of
the GAGB Forum. http://baseoftree.com.

